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Dear Class of 2021:

In this most extraordinary year, I offer my deep admiration, gratitude and sincere congratulations to a most extraordinary class of graduates.

As numerous forces upended our world, you held your dreams steadily in sight and persisted in your studies through challenges none of us could have imagined. Unlike any other CSU graduating class past or future, you have by necessity developed and demonstrated skills—far beyond your academic work—that will ensure your continued success: resilience, flexibility, resourcefulness, patience and tenacity. While so much and so many have been lost, your resolve has shone as a symbol of hope and optimism—and you should be proud.

On behalf of the entire California State University community, I am certainly proud to present you to the world as our newest class of CSU alumni, joining an impressive international network now nearly 4 million strong. Together, you will power the recovery of our state and nation, educate our next generation, fight for social justice, and create new and sustainable opportunities for health, security and prosperity for us all. I encourage you to stay connected to your campus and your peers, to look for opportunities to give back, and to support the future generations who will follow in your footsteps.

And as our many months of physical separation begin to come to a close, I hope you will hold in your hearts all of those who have supported you from afar. The faculty who broadened and deepened your understanding of the world. The counselors, advisors, librarians, tutors, coaches, facilities and support staff who created a nurturing environment of care and growth. Your family and friends, whose belief in you never wavered.

All of these people have been forever impressed by your spirit, determination and accomplishments. Please count me among them—and I know you will continue to make us proud.

Again, congratulations to the class of 2021!

Sincerely,

Joseph I. Castro
Chancellor
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the San Diego State University community, congratulations on your graduation!

I wish to acknowledge the dedication, resilience, and support of all those who helped you get here: your family members, friends, your SDSU faculty and staff—all of whom played an important role to support or mentor you during your degree. Just as important, the personal dedication, courage, and tenacity you have demonstrated this past year exemplify the critical skills California and the world needs to move us to a brighter future.

Your graduation marks not just a moment of celebration; it honors the years of learning and growth which precedes it. At the same time, our graduation ceremony is referred to as a commencement—the point at which something begins, not where it ends.

This month, in more ways than one, marks a new beginning for you. You are now a graduate. You are now formally recognized for your years of study and expertise in a field aligned with your career aspirations. You are also now part of San Diego State University’s proud alumni tradition as the Class of 2021. This is an exceptional family to join—a community of nearly 476,000 living alumni throughout the United States and abroad—known for leading and serving our region and our world. SDSU alumni create and grow businesses; serve communities as government officials, teach the next generation of leaders; make scientific discoveries; produce creative contributions to the arts; and advance innovations in countless fields.

Now, as our world faces important challenges, it is your turn to lead and serve. We are certain that the skills that helped you succeed at SDSU will give you the confidence to take on the opportunities that lie ahead.

As your list of accomplishments grows, we hope you will return often to your university, to your roots, to your home. There will be new generations of students looking to learn from you, as alumni. Know that we will always welcome you back. Your continued participation in the SDSU community is one of our future student’s most valuable assets.

Today, you graduate with our respect, our pride, and with formal recognition of your achievements and your untapped potential. We are grateful for the role you have played in the life of this very special university, and celebrate you with heartfelt affection.

With warm regards,

Adela de la Torre, Ph.D.
President
Congratulations PSFA Graduates!

It is with great pleasure that I join your families, friends, and the faculty and staff of the College of Professional Studies and Fine Arts in celebrating your graduation from San Diego State University.

Your hard work and persistence have paid off, and your well-earned degrees are measures of accomplishment you will carry with you the rest of your lives.

This has never been more true than for the class of 2021. Your dedication to your studies during the historic and life-altering COVID-19 pandemic is confirmation of your commitment to academic excellence and your ability to innovate.

Receiving your diploma underscores your individual success, and also places you in the company of distinguished civic, community, military, business, arts and culture, research, and science leaders, who are proud to call SDSU their alma mater.

We know you will carry on that tradition. This is just the beginning. We can't wait to see where you go from here.

Congratulations again,

Dr. Peggy Shannon
Dean, SDSU College of Professional Studies and Fine Arts
GRADUATES

College of Professional Studies & Fine Arts
OUTSTANDING GRADUATES AND MOST INFLUENTIAL FACULTY

PSFA OUTSTANDING STUDENT
Student: Danielle Taylor Gonzales  
Faculty: William Fallon

ART
Student: Rebekah Mae Sullivan  
Faculty: Nelle Martin

HEALTH COMMUNICATION
Student: Sarah Roberts  
Faculty: Patricia Geist Martin

COMMUNICATION
Student: Danielle Taylor Gonzales  
Faculty: William Fallon

THEATRE ARTS
Student: Deanna Elisabeth Trethewey  
Faculty: Anne McMills

TELEVISION, FILM AND NEW MEDIA
Student: Alyssa Virata Legaspi  
Faculty: Martha Lauzen

JOURNALISM
Student: Amber Rose Salas  
Faculty: Jerry McCormick

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM
Student: Lexi Cheyenne Effron  
Faculty: Alana Dillette

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
Student: Emily Lauren Martella  
Faculty: Gene Lamke

AIR FORCE LEADERSHIP STUDIES
Student: Jacob Paul Hoppe  
Faculty: TSgt Jenny King

MILITARY SCIENCE
Student: Joshua Verdejo Basilio  
Faculty: Major Michael Foor

NAVAL SCIENCE
Student: Corey Allen Sizemore  
Faculty: Lt. Casey Arnold

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Student: Donovan Libman-Wilson  
Faculty: Daniel Stacy

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Student: Gabriela Danielle Esparza  
Faculty: David Kanaan

MUSIC
Student: Kiya Ann Klopfenstein  
Faculty: Travis Maril

DANCE
Student: Jacqueline Eve Zogas  
Faculty: Jessica Humphrey
COLLEGE OF PROFESSIONAL STUDIES & FINE ARTS

Master of Public Administration and Master of Arts in Latin American Studies

Paola Diaz De Regules
Valeria Ramirez
Juliana Sarahi Vega

Master of Arts

ART
Alexandra Sofia Valerio

COMMUNICATION
Gabriel David Adibe
Andrew Jacob Anderson
Devin Marissa Arneson
Tyler Barker
Michael Robert Barnes
Andrew Bertucci
Nicole Denise Chance
Katherine Ann Diener
Samantha Lynn Drumb
Molly Genevieve Flores
Kayla Joy Gerdes
Clayton Groover
Maxwell Anthony Groznik
Aaron F. Gyllenhaal
Carly Marie Heppler
Ranisha Lakaya Hernandez
Rebecca James
Jorge Saul Juarez Nunez
Kiana Lee Kikuchi
Nicholas Burrell Lacy
Josie Lynne Lenny
Jin Young Mok
David Morris
Michael Edward Pesavento
Stephany Genesis Rojas Hidalgo
Angelique Nicole Rojas
Andrea Luna Sanchez
Tristan Spencer Sipe
Austin Smith

James Stenger
Kara G. Sutton
Emma Thompson
Brett Allen Walsh
David Michael Williams
Corinne Lee Zilnicki

LEARNING DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Antonio Jacob Deninno
Helen Ruth Graves
Alan Tadami Hino
Talitha Matlin
Emily Roizin
Kao Seng Saechao

THEATRE ARTS
Aleta Mascorro
Rebecca Allison Ojeda
Laura Ashley Taylor

Master of City Planning
Reyna Ayala
Timothy Paul Briggs
Brittany Anna Cabeje
Jose Ricardo Cervantes
Erika Cecilia Espinosa Araiza
Amber Amanda Mallard
Taylor J. McDonald
Alyssa Marie Neumann
Steve Donel Owens III
Katherine Espinosa Reyes
Rebecca Jean Smith
Samuel Solis
Jonathan Shang-Wei Stanton
Yiling Zhang

Master of Fine Arts

ART
Andrew Macrae Blackwell
Juan Miguel Cabrera
Michelle Ann Drummy
Sage Sophia Pina Serrano Howard
Linson Huang
Zachary John Keane
Brandie Michele Maddalena
Jennifer Dion Moore
Luciano Pimienta
Jordan Reeves
Michael D. Rybicki
Michelle Natividad Stein
Kuroush Yahyai

FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION
Ralph David Blanchard
Francisco Javier Fonseca
James Joseph Gillcrist
Chloe Jane Mangold
Andrew David Norbeck
Cristian Xavier Ruvalcaba

THEATRE ARTS
Jennifer Diane Baldwin
Ashley Renae Bietz
Reiko Noelle-Yvonne Huffman
Faith Alana James
Matthew Kenichi Muranaga
Adam Gregorio Parrocha
Taylor Sierra Payne

Master of Music
Charlie Arbelaez
Aaron J. Burgett
Ryan Scott Crostwhaite
Eric Stephen Dickerson
Matthew Hall
Andrew Michel
Jeffrey James Mosier
Nick Tyler Newman
Joseph Randall Shanks
Anna Naomi Sharp
Joshua Andrew Osei Stewart

Master of Public Administration
Jon Frederick Barr Aasted
Patricia Abella
Jesus Antonio Amial Jr.
Kianna Nicole Anvari
Rosario Aranda
Abigail Arballo-Chavarria
Stacie Atkinson
Nicoie Liane Beaulieu
David Becker
Erika Long Benitez
Jessica Marie Boensch
Melissa Broderick
Lilia V. Calip
Moises Gabriel Cardenas
Jonathan Eulalio Carlos
Sarah Brooke Cluff
Alessandra Maria Costigliola
Paul Anthony Crawford
Antonio De Jesus Cruz
Morgan Sinclair Easley
Emad Elias
Leticia Lopez Espinoza
Eleida Felix Yackel
Dominic Fieri
Morgen Renee Fry
Jason Scott Geldert
Megan Elizabeth Gilby
Matthew Joseph Griffith
Jason Haber
William Trevor Harcourt
Andrew M. Hill
Naader Leung Ho
Molly Theresa Horne
Jamaela Shalene Johnson
Jennifer Lynn Johnson
Jessica Lopez
Brandon Lum
Jordan Leigh Maharaj
Jeffrey Ryan Manchester
Tyler Lawrence Manderscheid
David Lawrence McEachern
Maryam R. Nabizadeh
Valray J. Nelson
Tony Xuan Nguyen
Danielle Parra
Maria L. Peinado
Stacee Lauren Price
Jarod William Profttt
Fairleigh Grace Quinn
Sara Lynn Quinn
Yasamin Rasoulzadeh
Autumn Gayle Reberger
Yinglun Ren
Sandra Riggins
Krystina Riggs
Fatima Rios Perez
Rosa Angelina Narez Rojo
Martha Cecilia Ruiz
Tobi R. Salzman
Sabreen Shalabi
Sarah Rose Verduisco Singh
Molly Kathryn Smith
Dana J. Stevens
Michele Renee Tackett
Babaq Taj
Jillian Tempesta
Chad Douglas Tillman
Brandon Paul Torres
Julia Tuer
Emily Grace Vanous
Carlos Vina Jr.
Samantha Jo Weisman
Michael Taylor Worman
Junseung Yun

Master of Science

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINOLOGY
Annaiza A. Castellanos
Danesha Nikkia Coleman
Nicole Alexandra Defelicis
Prescilla Elizabeth Durazo
Anzhelika Levystska
Adalberto Maca
Laura Jane Murray
Christine M. Nguyen
Penelope Dominique Osegueda
Andrea Perez Gallegos
Rebecca Marie Riddle
Kazi Zinnat

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Karen Jean Blair
Meaghan C. Carfrey
Jennifer L. Hudson
Fiona Jane Jahn
Sheila Aide Lopez
Kimberly Marron
Joanne Catherine McGhee
Rigoberto Plascensia Jr.
Molly Scharmann
Andrew Shulkosky
Viviana Wilkins

MEETING AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
Carolina Berg
Jennifer Lynn Dorholt
Kristen Anne Gosselin
Shelley Hamilton Bruer
Javanni Kiezer
Elizabeth Lathrop Lechner
Catherine Pugh
Deanna Renee Roberts
Sandra G. Serrant
Jessica Anne Smith
Kristopher Ray Thompson
Kiersten Walker
Academic Honors

Summa Cum Laude
The distinction of summa cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.8 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A average.

Magna Cum Laude
The distinction of magna cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.65 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to an A- average.

Cum Laude
The distinction of cum laude is awarded to undergraduate students with an average of at least 3.5 on a 4.0 scale. This is equivalent to a B+ average.

Bachelor of Arts, Applied Arts and Sciences

ART
Stephanie Fey Alamo
Milagro Ignatius Cazares
Jazmin Rodriguez
Alisa Marie Rootsaert

ART, APPLIED DESIGN
Sabrina Nichole Bedlington Lopes
Rona Duhoki
Cum Laude
Christian Limon
Manyi Luo
Hector Hugo Pavon Ozuna
Katriana Schwartz
Summa Cum Laude
Tyler Spicer
Lauren E. Verdugo
India Vurbeff
Ansley Nicole Wilson
Pollyanna Jane Wright
Tyler Castro Young
Summa Cum Laude
Yue Zhang
Cum Laude

ART, GRAPHIC DESIGN
Naomi Olusola Adeyemo
Gerard Gregorio Agoncillo
Yliana Yvette Alba
Cum Laude
Jaime Alvarado-Valadez
Elisa Arceo
Yasmeen Daisy Baran
Summa Cum Laude
Sandra Victoria Barboza
Crucifício Sayon Bernal
Samantha Pamela Bimbela
Lindsay Michelle Botticelli
Magna Cum Laude
Erin Anastasia Boyle
Alicia Andrea Cadena
Alexa Selene Carbajal Flores
Michael Alan Chavez
Adrian C. Cole
Megan Marie Cook
Ramon Andres Corona
Cum Laude
Katalina Lyann Day
Adrian Koehler Dilg
Andreja Durisic
Macy Lois Farmer
Michelle Fernandez
Jason Timothy Francisco
Nadia Brianna Franco
Anri Fujiki
Giselle A. Garcia
Karen Yojana Garcia
Kristine Cabasag Garcia
Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Ansley Gaughen
Cristian Gonzalez
Daisy Marie Guerrero
Trevor Anthony Guzman
Michelle Odi Hegseth
Fredy Hernandez
Cum Laude
Mikaela Ariana Keala Hurst
Teresa Diane Jenkins
Nala Deanna Johnson
Ryan Jeffery Kirkwood
Kaitlyn Victoria Kolsky
Cum Laude
Romeo Selase Kpolu
Diana My La
Cum Laude
Tess Isabella Land
Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas John Langerock
Margarita Lara
Alla Lutsenko
Summa Cum Laude
John Edward MacLeod
Ellyza Dawn Manalaysay
Jaden Oriano Martinez
Brittany Nicole Matez
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Summa Cum Laude
Shawndina Shawnet Meas
Keanu Matthew Ramirez Mendoza
Daniel Meneses
Riley Eva Murphy
Jason Michael Nabors
Gabriel Andrew Navarro
Tomas Raul Negrete
Summa Cum Laude
Taylor Mayuri Nishikida
Summa Cum Laude
Stephanie Lynn Noreen
Kelly Marie O’Brien
Cum Laude
Vivian Ortiz
Ketzali Osorio
Paige Victoria Pablo
Cum Laude
Laith Elias Palma
Leon Pan
Cum Laude
Emily Pang
Ada Matilda Parnanen
Summa Cum Laude
Zoe Rose Pattin
Magna Cum Laude
Cameron Noelle Penny
Sammara Sly Perez
Cum Laude
Tyler Corwynn Petty
Alfredo Rene Puente
Abby Lane Pugh
America Elizabeth Ramirez
Marisol Ramirez
Magna Cum Laude
Salvador Isaias Raygoza
Emily Caroline Reed
Magna Cum Laude
Vesokyle Sison Reyes
Cum Laude
Pamela Rodil
Summa Cum Laude
Clarizza Briony Rodriguez
Nadi G. Saddy
Joseph Robert Salgado
Raniel Castaneda Sanchez
Adrian Silva
Amber Elizabeth Simes
Angeline Grace Austria Tapia
Gene Ray Thompson Jr.
Keith Lee Tran
Khoa Dang Tran
Elyssa Tuscano
Cum Laude
Reed James Van Wart
Pedro Ivan Venegas
Kirsti Gayle Abary Villacruz
Bob Hung Xiong
Rylie Anne Yale
Luka Nicolette Yoshida
ART,
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

Kayla Michele Adams
Doaa Alsendi
Nicole Ingrid Arkell
Ma Faustina Reyes Barros
   Summa Cum Laude
Allie Jo Boender
Elizabeth Victoria Contreras
Emily Arielle Coppage
   Summa Cum Laude
Edgar Cruz
Natalie Anne Diaz
   Magna Cum Laude
Khadija Drebi
   Summa Cum Laude
Noora Tozy Enser
   Summa Cum Laude
Evelin Esperza Garcia
Fautima Zahra Faizi
   Cum Laude
Samantha Lee Francovich
   Cum Laude
Lauren Gervais
Savanna Marie Hovis
Lile Kvantaliani
Bradley James Lomeli
   Magna Cum Laude
Alexandra Paige MacLeod
Natalie Shelley Mahan
   Magna Cum Laude
Craig Tyler Medina
Viviana Meza
Carlos Morales
Coco-Chanel Isabelle Morton
Amy Nguyen
Aylene Gisell Perez
Ivette Yatzil Perez
Seuneh Petrosian
   Summa Cum Laude
Gianni Korine Petties-Wilson
Sambath Prom-Chiem
Alannis Ramirez Pimentel
Raynita Monique Romero
Jilliane Mae J. Roque
   Cum Laude
Emilianne Michelle Shute
Michaela Clare Spielman
Yiqing Sun
Clarissa Nicole Swikard
Leenah Hani Teebi
Erika Trinh
Kevin A. Vazquez
   Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Yang
Bingjie Yu
   Cum Laude
Sheida Zaghian

ART,
INTERIOR DESIGN

Lauren Elise Busta
Hannah Marie Dupre
Taylor B. Gumble
Claire Elizabeth Johnson
Shayna Hope Kanfer
Joshua Vincent Reed
Sarah Lynn Ringbauer
Kathleen Rei Terrones
Mackenzie Lynn Warren
   Cum Laude

ART,
MULTIMEDIA

Mia Rene Ballesteros
Keoni Acson Bedania
Misael Nick Garcia
Perla Garcia
Alissa Jaclyn Hauser
   Cum Laude

ART,
MULTIMEDIA AND PHOTOGRAPHY

Mustafa Alrubaiee
Anna Lee Bernstein
Edward Providell Calzada
Rohland Jacob DeMoss
Addison James Fausset
   Summa Cum Laude
Casandra Garcia
Haixia Hu
Careen Jereza
Kristina Hao Lam
   Summa Cum Laude
Jian Li
Imelda Mena Gonzalez
Eduardo Montes
Miles Philip Motley
Khuong Van Nguyen
   Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Philip Nieboer
Ester Perez
Shane Travis Pooler Sr.
Alexis Noel Sanchez
Rebecca Arin Shin
  Summa Cum Laude
Brooklyn Claire Spence
Colet Hester Valencia
  Summa Cum Laude
Yaoxing Wang

ART,
PAINTING AND PRINTMAKING

Patricia Micaela Bowens-Arce
Miguel Diaz
Sandra Gabriela Navarro
  Cum Laude
Marissa Rene Palado
  Cum Laude
Tanner J. Pastor
  Summa Cum Laude
Bryanna K. Sherrod
Rebekah Mae Sullivan
  Summa Cum Laude
Taylor Paige Wilson

ART,
SCULPTURE

Joshua Patrick Sikich

COMMUNICATION

Victoria Lea Acker
Luke Daniel Bauman
Aleah Rose Berger
Michelle Anne Bernabe
Alexandra Danielle Boyles
Mia Bruning
  Cum Laude
Mia Priscilla Castro
Allison Olivia Cease
  Summa Cum Laude
Dylan Ting-Sing Chan
Taylor Megan Cravey
  Summa Cum Laude
Jackson Maxwell Erard-Coupe
Kelsey Renee Escobar
Rebecca Ann Fast
Edward Anson Freer
  Magna Cum Laude
Isabella Rene Gama
Julia Grace Garmo
  Magna Cum Laude
Isabella Gibbs
Megan Danielle Glucroft
Taylor Marie Guruwaya
  Summa Cum Laude
Inji Adeeb Hankala
  Cum Laude
Kyle Harrington Hart
  Summa Cum Laude
Chloe Paige Hinzman
  Summa Cum Laude
Kayla Marie Holm
  Cum Laude
Mason William Koransky
Jaeger Bradley Kreis
Olivia Marie Lathrop
Allisen Ngoc Anh Le
Hunter Thomas Lite
Natalie Marie Luciani
  Cum Laude
Mona Jaser Marabeh
  Magna Cum Laude
Brady John McIntyre
Alexiss Grace McPherson
Arezou Merzaie
John Minor
Justin Moughan
Riley Addison Padilla
Jake Edward Paulus
Mason Joseph Pieri
Bailey Nicole Pinto
Garrett Rice
Tatyana Ashley Richard
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Rene Romero
Christofer Royalty
Britney Michelle Shapiro
Jacob Davis Smith
Jared Quintin Smith
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Michael Stark
Katelyn Marie Stein
Savanna Madison Sterling
Gladys Suda
Devyn Michael Taras
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Kevin Philip Tumalad
Jackson Thomas Wagner
Brooke Taylor Zundel

**PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION**

Tarik Bahaa Salah Abou El Ella
Cecilia L. Arredondo
Itandehui Sofia Avendano
Carlos Bielma
  *Magna Cum Laude*
Noah Nathaniel Boek
Summer Joy Camino
Andrea Cervantes
Esther Cing Cing
Diego Ricardo De Los Rios
Peter Deleon-Guerrero
Brandon Alexander Doner
Carlos Arturo Dorantes Jr.
  *Cum Laude*
Ricardo Armando Duarte
Jesus Nathaniel Eder
Ryan Ekeler
  *Cum Laude*
Reina Maria Equihua
Gabriela Danielle Esparza
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Alexandra Espejel
David M. Evelo
Guillermo Adrian Garate-Amador
Andrea V. Garcia
Eduardo Garcia
Ericka Marie Dayrit Garcia
  *Cum Laude*
Leah Garcia-Carey
Jose Jr. Garcia Fuentes
Almendra Selene Gonzalez
Johnny Habte
Aria Hamidnia
Lawson L. Hardrick III
Cody Jacob Harrison
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Carlos G. Hernandez
Kassandra Yahaira Isbell
Natalie Jarjees
Lizeth Jimenez
Komal Kaur Johl
Alberto Chandler Johnston IV
Lena Karimi
Amanda Kem
Minkyung Kim
Tram B. Lam
Lessley Michelle Lara
Kettaphone Lasaath-Nguyen
Kimberly Roshawn Lewis
Antonio Lizarraja Jr.
Jose Z. Lopez
Rocio Lopez
Marina F. Lozano
Kevin Joseph Mackey
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Ivanna Karlett Martinez
Leon James McFadden
Aurora Ochoa Melad
Kendra Ann Michitsch
  *Summa Cum Laude*
Josely Miranda Mendoza
Carolina Montenegro
Angel Flavio Morales
Rhiannon Clarissa Murrietta
Johanna Sofia Nava
Taylor Nguyen
Elisa Armida Perfecto
Noah Gonzalez Pierre
Raymond Caubang Poblete
Candace Krystal Poon
Vincent Prom
Jerome Joseph Pugh
David Quiroz Jr.
Hani Qutob
Esteban Alfonso Rahiotis
Devin Orion Ramos
Janelly Scarlett Reyes
Nathalie Rivas
Isabella Christine Ross
Ivan Alejandro Ruiz
Shabona Said Sakandar
Mark Anthony Salazar
Andrea Alejandra Salcido
Jason Vaughn Salzberg
Alexander Khounborin Saysanasongkham
Erik Michael Seymour
Benjamin Rhys Slater
Summa Cum Laude
Carleigh Brooke Smith
Cum Laude
Jenna Teresa Smith
Joshua Bruce Smith
Carol Saria Sokanthong
Lexis Aaliyah Stingley
Claraloris Tagbo
Ashley Lynn Toedt-Wiley
Dario Urbina
Christian Valdez
Jose Luis Vergara
Summa Cum Laude
Leslie Villalpando
Mercedes Trinidad Villegas Toledo
Mark Anthony White
Christopher Keese Wiggins
Alin Fareed Younis
Magna Cum Laude
Basma A Younis

THEATRE ARTS
Sabrina Elise Bray
Cum Laude
Audrey Marie Colindres
Aaron James Corbeil
Magna Cum Laude
Emma Catherine Evangelista
Summa Cum Laude
Angeline Kathryn Farella
Edward Khris C. Fernandez
Maya Erika Greenfield-Thong
Janey Myshel Hurley
Magna Cum Laude
Kian Nicholas Kline-Chilton
Lauren Valerie Ochoa
Magna Cum Laude
Chantal Perez
Marquice Amauri Perrera
Darien Lamar Petty
Prosper Pele Phongsaiphonh
Cum Laude
Daria Lillian Grace Roland
Connor Matthew Rudolph
Cum Laude
Hunter Allen Stockwell
Sierra Danielle Tellez
Liushi Wu

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, CITY PLANNING
Wesley Linus Cooksy
Mellisa Ann Gorman
Christopher Arthur Hallman
Juan Carlos Icea
Kelly Anne Kanuha
Jonathan Epifanio Leyva
Summa Cum Laude
Christopher J. McCormick
Ian Anthony Plascencia
Isabella Ruffo
Maria Vanessa Valle

THEATRE ARTS, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Mayte Martinez
Deanna Elisabeth Trethewey
Summa Cum Laude

THEATRE ARTS, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE THEATRE
David William Huft
Natalee Rose Nordfelt
Kathryn Luann Schroeder
Summa Cum Laude
Ying Shen
Cum Laude

THEATRE ARTS, DESIGN FOR TELEVISION AND FILM
Irene Braslavski
Yuzhi Wen
THEATRE ARTS, PERFORMANCE

Auva Abedini  
Cum Laude
Lucy Eva Arvizu
Alexis Eldridge  
Summa Cum Laude
Isai M. Luna
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh  
Magna Cum Laude
Eddie Royale
Haley Mechelle Simpson
Kimberly Jean Uecker
Samantha Yeater

THEATRE ARTS, PERFORMANCE: ACTING AND MUSICAL THEATRE

Anne Marie Barrack
Shelby Mckenna Beltran
Patrick McDermott Clark
Kayla Rene Daniel-Gonzales  
Cum Laude
Gabriel Peter Floresca-Igtanloc  
Cum Laude
Hunter Alexander Katz  
Cum Laude
Claire Sayer Kiersky
Noah Michael Leach
Jon Phillip Freeland Magin
Kathryn Elizabeth Malone  
Cum Laude
Isabella Elise Mangione
Johnathon Patrick Michel  
Cum Laude
Noelle Kathryn Elise Mortensen
Devin Walter Robbins  
Magna Cum Laude
Drake Walter Robbins  
Magna Cum Laude
Marissa Isabella Rodriguez
Alexis Gabriele Vierra  
Magna Cum Laude

THEATRE ARTS, YOUTH THEATRE

Kayla Renee Adorno

Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Arts and Sciences

ART, ART HISTORY

Sabine Mireille Ansay  
Magna Cum Laude
Serafina Nicolina Caputi
Hayley Joy Irene Clark
Cynthia Marie Fernandez
Cambria Lynette Keiser
Ana Lilia Mendoza
Karina Scolari

ART, STUDIO ARTS

Chrystal Sabrina Davidson
Jade Alexandra Gerena-DeSanto
Brooke Marie Heath
Renata Herrerias  
Summa Cum Laude
April Rayne Hillman  
Cum Laude
Selena Ysabella Idioma  
Summa Cum Laude
Malcolm Bainbridge Klass
Briana Martinez
Evelyn Martinez
Giselle Mendoza  
Summa Cum Laude
Ashley N. Richards
Fabian Ruiz
Amaris Ruiz
Sara Zainub Shah  
Magna Cum Laude
Anikah Riann Stone
Delilah Sharon Strukel  
Summa Cum Laude
Meghan Allison Walsh
Jayda Leilani Warburton  
Summa Cum Laude
COMMUNICATION

Audreanna Nicole Demetrio Abad  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Emily Eve Melelani Ahnin  
*Cum Laude*
Sham Alghazouli  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kayla Justyne Antonio
Alexis Armenta
Jessica Lynn Arnold
Patrick John Bailey
Spencer Winston Bailey
Mackenzie Deean Baldwin
Riley Kathleen Balitsaris
Gina Veronica Barajas
Jacob Michael Bechthold
Ryley Christian Becker
Jovannie Belmonte
Mariah LeighAnn Benn
Paige Lee Bounds  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Colby Jake Boylan
Hayley Christian Bratt
Shaylyn Marie Breidt-Darrock  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Anthony David Cadena
Jessica Monique Cardenas
Dario Josue Caro
Fengqi Chen
Liliana Marie Christensen
Kimberly I. Clausen
Joy Renea Coleman
Riley Lynn Collazo
Karla Lissette Colon
Adrian Contreras  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Leilani Esperanza Cortez
Jacob Ryan Cowardin
Argelia Crouse
Gerry Anthony Soriano Cruz
Rebecca Josette Cudal
Zeynep Demiralp
Claire Lillian Dennis  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Ryleigh Ilene Dobyns  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Chandler Nicole Donoho
Kathryn Jane Doxtader
Rosa Alexandra Estrada

Emma Catherine Evangelista  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Sara Marwan Fakhoury  
*Cum Laude*
Guillermo Flores Chapa
Jennifer Carol Franco  
*Cum Laude*
Sara J. Garcia
Jonathan Garibay
Sarah Michelle Gieseke
Ashley Nicole Gillieke
*Cum Laude*
Michael Anthony Giordano
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Katherine Claire Gomez
Danielle Taylor Gonzales  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Brooklyn Deanne Dato Goodwin
Alexis Meyer Grant
Amanda Lee Griswold
Daniel Kananioula Gutierrez
Julia Stephanie Gutierrez
Kenny Ha
Allie Cassandra Hall
Grace Eunhye Han
Sophia Michelle Harrell
Evelina Alma Hatch
Laura Elizabeth Heneks
Emma Jane Holty
Kamryn Faye Hovey
Marco Antonio Huinquez
Tony H. Huynh
Mina Ibrahim
Kylie Jean Chieko Ikeda
Zoe Eleni Ise  
*Cum Laude*
Noah William Jackson
Ailinne Anahi Jimenez  
*Cum Laude*
Maxwell Tobias Johnson  
*Cum Laude*
Michael-Bryan Kelly
Daisy Kathryn Rae Kent
Brenna Riane Killoran
Ester Hanell Kim
Janell Natividad Landor  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Jack Richard Larkin
Diego Ramon Ledezma
Jini Lee
Kylie Emiko Levine  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Calleigh Lease Lighty

Olivia Lofstad

Beatriz Machado de Carvalho  
*Cum Laude*

Hannah Leigh Mahaffey

Noemi Julissa Martinez

Cassidy D. Matthie

Grace Noelle McCoy

Megan Elizabeth McElaney  
*Cum Laude*

Eamon Masis McMahon  
*Cum Laude*

Savannah Ashley McMenamin

Sydney Nicole McRae

Abigail Josephine Mellow  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Soфа Yulianna Mencias

Carlos Indalecio Mendez

Chantel Rose Mesta  
*Cum Laude*

Alexia Meza

Rosa E. Meza

Camryn Ann Miles

Danielle Marie Moghadasnia

Taylor Kathleen Moon

Mackenzie Desiree Moore  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Sarah Ruth Moore

Mackenzie Quinn Angela Mora  
*Cum Laude*

Ivy Brooke Moran  
*Cum Laude*

Adrienne Adalee Murdock  
*Cum Laude*

Jordan Dupri Nash

Hana Lynn Catherine Neugebauer  
*Cum Laude*

Sam Van Nguyen

McCaeley Margaret O'Rourke

Ricardo Alberto Obeso  
*Cum Laude*

Kelly Jean Oelschlager

Christopher Randall Osuna

Weston Mitchel Parks

Daniel Scott Pentico

Gabrielle Blu Peoples

Daniel Antonio Pereda

Amy Luzia Pereira

Esteban Perez

Amy Phimmason

Angela Renee Pisano  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Madison Kerber Pitts  
*Cum Laude*

Mayer Leonard Pohlod

Courtney Ann Pulver  
*Cum Laude*

Jack Brandon Ramirez Morales

Laurel Hope Raphael

Aislinn Roberts

Erin Elizabeth Roberts  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Joel Alberto Rochin

Vanessa Rock  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Paris DeMarco Romo

Jordan Michelle Rosenwald  
*Cum Laude*

Marissa Reneaum Rubio

Diana Sarahi Sanchez Blanco

Marco Antonio Sanchez-Cano  
*Cum Laude*

Sarah Sanchez Quiros

Leah Rachel Sanders

Caitlyn Marie Santiago

Brody O’Brien Sarsfield

Teresa Sayd

Clarissa Victoria Serrano

Yesenia Esmeralda Serrano

Jessica Nicole Shipps  
*Cum Laude*

Grace Susannah Singh  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Asia Cymone Smith

Emma Alexandra Soderlund

Mikaylee Candace Stallcup Ricci

Heidi Jane Stanford

Spencer Stevens

Kendall Ray Still

Robert Lewis Stoebe

Tina Lan Sui  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Nicholas Philip Terhaar

Riley Thies

Brandon Tong

Lauren Esther Trust  
*Cum Laude*

Elise Katherine Van Deventer

Kennedi De’jon Villa
Billie Wakeham  
 Cum Laude

Katarina Watson  
 Cum Laude

Alexis Lynn Wegman  
 Magna Cum Laude

Stephen Wheeler

Kamryn Marie Whitworth

Emily Lynne Wilson  
 Cum Laude

Benjamin Yin  
 Magna Cum Laude

Joanna Younes

Arianna Zamingir

DANCE

Aubrey Ann Jensen  
 Cum Laude

Laura Andrea Saldana

JOURNALISM

David Gabriel Ahumada

Sarah Michelle Alcoser

Kaylee Allison Arca  
 Cum Laude

Joshua E. Avalos  
 Cum Laude

Valerie Elena Bennett

Kyle Brian Betz  
 Cum Laude

Kayla Christine Brown

Kirstie Brooke Burgess

Meghan Josephine Byrne

Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin  
 Magna Cum Laude

Ryan Davis

Brandon William Freed  
 Magna Cum Laude

Alexandra Maria Gex  
 Cum Laude

Jeanette Giovanniello  
 Cum Laude

Kellen Andrew Goodwin

Daniel Guerrero

Breven Kenji Honda

Kendell Lynnette Kadesky  
 Magna Cum Laude

Sydney Tia Karlos

Olivia Vivian Li  
 Summa Cum Laude

Luis Antonio Lopez

Wilchesca De Arce Marino

Tyler A. McFarland

Lauren Michel Menno

Jack Maxmillion Molmud

Duncan Eugene Payton Mortalon

Summa Cum Laude

Micah Kekoa Kualii Tatsuo Nagaishi-Lyman

Nathan Navida

Ryan Joseph O’Toole

Naeilah Odom

Alexandra Rae Oslowski

Arianna Aurora Pintado

Keely Marie Prosser  
 Cum Laude

Jamison Daniel Reno

Amber Rose Salas  
 Summa Cum Laude

Danielle Courtney Scott

Christian Joseph Spillman

Abigail Rose Wallace  
 Cum Laude

Devin Reed Whatley

Tyra Wu

JOURNALISM, ADVERTISING

Marsella Alvarez

Samuel Benjamin Bail

Griffin McKinley Bateson

Mayra Roxana Becerril

Justin Cramer

Nicola Susie Amanda Davies

Alexa Kathleen Davis  
 Magna Cum Laude

Zoe Lauren Dorman  
 Magna Cum Laude

MacKenzie Scott Fink

Cassidy Rae Gonzalez  
 Cum Laude

Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris  
 Magna Cum Laude

Cade James Griffin

Cole Mitchell Hanson  
 Magna Cum Laude

Ariella Nicole Hayden  
 Summa Cum Laude

Christopher Ryan Hilton  
 Cum Laude

Samantha Noelle Johnson  
 Summa Cum Laude
Emily Anne Kirshner  
Taylor Anne Langpap  
*Cum Laude*
Camryn Alexis McCravy  
Gabriel Rincon Melhorn  
Parker Emerson Obert  
Cheyenne Makayla Rasmussen  
Juliana Rintoul  
*Cum Laude*
Sidney Frances Rubens  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Kendall Ann Shaver  
Dylan ong Tran  
Brenden Thomas Tuccinardi  
*Cum Laude*
Kiara Blanco Zapanta  

**JOURNALISM, MEDIA STUDIES**

Lauren Seimiko Akabori  
Andres Ames  
*Cum Laude*
Ana Beatriz Barros Fayt  
Shelby Rae Bassman  
Samantha Rose Behar  
Marissa Brooke Bell  
Natalie Marie Biendarra  
Hannah Jeannette Broadland  
*Cum Laude*
Samuel Delgado  
Emily Gabrielle Escobar  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Makena Leanne Fong  
*Cum Laude*
Abel Andres Garcia  
Isabella Kay Gilman  
Nickveer Singh Grewal  
Gabrielle Marie Guignon  
Grace Elisabeth Haass  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Lexie Malia Holt  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Robert Johnson  
Mina Anne Kim  
Kimberly Carol Koslosky  
Zoe Ashlyn Kroo  
Angela Kurysh  
Paola Sabina Labrada  
Julia Ann Lathrop  
Madison Grace Lawrence  

Victoria Alicia Leyva  
Sierra Ashley Mahoney  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Marlia William Maniatis  
Antonio Marquez Camacho  
Mark Everett Maynard  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Amber Leigh Miller  
Jelena Mladenovic  
Brenda Muro-Garcia  
*Cum Laude*
Christina Muro-Garcia  
Justin D Neeley  
Brian Phet Phanthao  
Michelle Kimberly Pisnoy  
Amanda J. Prather  
Therese Angela Savoie  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Bailey Brianne Stillwell  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Jacob Clarence Sullivan  
*Cum Laude*
Ian Tapang  
Haylee Ashland Thorson  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Rosemary Veronica Torres  
Olivia Anne Waczek  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Katherine Elizabeth Wills  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Victoria Ann Winters  
*Cum Laude*

**JOURNALISM, PUBLIC RELATIONS**

Paulina Aguilar  
Ripsime Avetisyan  
*Cum Laude*
Rodizza Garner Baytan  
Jensen Lynn Bell  
Megan Blachar  
*Cum Laude*
Nicholas Kenton Brown  
Riley Isabella Carr  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Timmya Unique Cook  
Emma Frances Danly  
Sophia A. De Runtz  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Hannah Michelle Di Bella
Kelsi Beth Dugas
*Magna Cum Laude*
James Thomas Dunn
*Magna Cum Laude*
Karissa Victoria Duran
*Cum Laude*
Cassidy Nikole Eisen
Cynthia Esparza
Cassandra Marie Fisher
Hannah Marie Fogelstrom
Elise Christine Frankel
*Cum Laude*
Taylor Rae Fredericks
Nene Fujimoto
Julia del Carmen Gallegos
Grazia Anna Greco
*Magna Cum Laude*
Jenna Michelle Greer
*Summa Cum Laude*
Alexa Gutierrez
Anastasha Harren
William Warren Hauptli
Sarah Grace Katsiyiannis
*Summa Cum Laude*
Emma Elizabeth Law
*Cum Laude*
Tyler Jo Liebentritt
Aubrey Lynne Martin
Samantha Anne Mausner
Daniel Stephen McDermott
Makenna Anne Millham
Sydney Alyssse Northcutt
*Summa Cum Laude*
Ruby Esmeralda Nunez
Torrey Jay Patton
Taylor Jessica Petersen
*Magna Cum Laude*
Courtney Danielle Pitillo
*Cum Laude*
Jessica Eileen Ramirez
*Cum Laude*
Molly Mae Rast
*Summa Cum Laude*
Tiffany Filomena Rihana
Jacob Thomas Rocha
Daniella Rodiles
Karlene Jazmin Sanchez
Ysabel Rae Sarinas
Totyana LaShay Simien
Jennifer R. Souza
Allison Mary Swearingen
*Cum Laude*
Marissa Renee Taylor
*Magna Cum Laude*
Callie Elaine Thompson
*Cum Laude*
Julien Marcel Turenne des Pres
Mallory Rose Tyler
Bailey Nicole Ucker
*Summa Cum Laude*
Natalie Rose Wilson
Jeffrey Daniel Windham
Bachelor of Science, Applied Arts and Sciences

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Esteban Aceves
Jarrett Kai Acker
Cum Laude
Cari Lynn Acosta
Cum Laude
Jacob Acosta
Jade Stephany Acuna
Moses Aaron Agcolicol
Berenice Aguilar
Fouad Saad Ahmed
Chase Aiken
Emily Michelle Akers
Magna Cum Laude
Merta Alaso
Sarah Michelle Alcoser
Keale Alfaro
Summa Cum Laude
Hamed Al Sayed Emad Alhashmi
Cum Laude
Michele Mia Alicea
Cum Laude
Melissa Michelle Alvarado
Nicholas Cuahutemoc Alvarado
Cynthia Jocelyn Alvarez
Cum Laude
Jesus Andres Alvarez
Angelie Kate Alviar
Cum Laude
Jose Luis Angulo
Cum Laude
Isaac Aragon
Priscilla Arevalo
David Jesus Arguelles
Karina Arteaga
Austin Thomas Ash
Miguel Avalos
Brenda Alejandro Avalos Ochoa
Crystal Avina
Vanessa Monique Ayala
Magna Cum Laude
Marven K. Aziz
Alexandra Lizzet Baca
Yvette Baca
Esthephanie Guadalupe Baltazar De Lucas
Daniel Craig Barkett
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Magna Cum Laude
Sara Basheer Basheer
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Verdejo Basilio
Yazen Basmachi
Dani Imad Bataq
Remy LeAnn Bates
Summa Cum Laude
Victor Sergio Bazua
Kaitlyn Marie Beall
Jennifer Bejar
Jacob Bermudez
Israel Bermudez Aviles
Cum Laude
Sofia Quinones Bianconi
Cum Laude
Nicholas Albert Binggeli
Gavin Alexander Bouma
Brianna Imani Marie Bowen
Summa Cum Laude
Mary Grace Brookes
Cum Laude
Antonio Darrel Brown
Rustin Conner Brown
Cum Laude
Madalyn Nicole Burnsed
Sabrina Burton
Juana Patricia Bustos
Mariam Butris
Alexandra Abigail Calderon
Lorena Camacho Sanchez
Angelly Campos
Jairo Abisai Cardenas
Nathan James Carlson
Jericho Aquino Catolico
Serena Marie Causor Rodriguez
Andrea Cazares
Cum Laude
Jocelyn Cebreiros
Sanita Cesko
Sarkawt Rashid Chamsaydi
Kameron Jacob Chase
Cum Laude
Zakariah Hassan Chaudhry
Magna Cum Laude
Maria de los Angeles Chavarria
David Alfredo Chavez
Marco Chavez
Brian Tai-Way Cheung
Kady  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Zachery Judson Clow  
*Cum Laude*

Richard Jarrett Combs

Daniel H. Cornejo

Alejandro J. Corona

Cassandra Alejandro Coronel  
*Cum Laude*

U’neque Deann Cross  
*Cum Laude*

Karen Cruz

Natalie Cruz

Benjamin Louis Cucjen

Dominic Michael Curiel

Kyle Torres Danan

Dayshon Samuel Dartez

Jenna Alyssa Datuin-Nebres  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Ashlyn Marie Davis  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Nestor Davis

Mario Alejandro De Leon

Teryn Miranda Dean  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Kathleen Del Rincon

Yvette Monique Dial

Lucia Diaz de Leon

Madiyn Dawn Ditler

Jailene Marisela Dominguez

Jonathan Rios Dominguez  
*Cum Laude*

Mariela Dominguez Garcia

Brandon Alexander Doner

Anise Doski

Katianna Renee Dullano

Subah Asad Eid

Kimberly Enriquez  
*Cum Laude*

Christian Joseph Escalante

Rodrigo Espino

Karina A. Espinoza

Rose Saad Ewdish  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Mary Rose Famolaro  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jordi Favela  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jordyn Taylor Fick

Carlos Jesus Fierro Jr.

Aryanna Maryna Figueroa  
*Angel Flores Jr.*

Jacob Jesus Flores

Oscar Daniel Flores

Cassandra Flores Vargas

Olivia Foresman  
*Cum Laude*

Ryan Blake Foster

Isaiah T. Franco  
*Cum Laude*

Corayma Gallegos

Jackson Robert Galluzzi  
*Cum Laude*

Dariana Elizabeth Garcia

Gabriel Garcia

Isaac Frank Garcia  
*Cum Laude*

Natalie Jean Garcia

Stephanie Garcia

Brenda Carmina Garcia-Landeros

Nicholas John Gardhouse  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Estephany Alejandra Garrido Rios

Monique Antionette Georgatos

Charity Noelle Gerhard  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Jayden Edward Gilliam

Ayleen Yuliana Gomez

Hannah Louise Gomez  
*Cum Laude*

Ariana Yesenia Gonzales

Alma Jessica Gonzalez

Ana Luisa Gonzalez

Antoinette Gonzalez

Dilsa Jazmin Gonzalez

Oscar Armando Gordillo

Nathan Roberto Guerrero  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jennifer Guerrero de Jesus

Cristina Mariel Guillen

Alicia Gutierrez

Cynthia Sionna Gutierrez

Ali Hussain Hadi  
*Cum Laude*

Olivia Isabelle Haigh  
*Cum Laude*

Janalyn Marie Hall  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Nicole Renee Harper  
*Cum Laude*

Claire Jacqueline Helliger

Taylor Lynn Hensley
Jacqueline Liz Hernandez  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Jerry Hernandez

Jonathan Josue Hernandez

Lizbeth S. Hernandez

Alyssa Monique Herrera

Melissa Alemania Herrera

Antonia Marie Hill

Thomas Marion Hillenburg  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Michael A. Hobbs

Sarah Eileen Holden

Haley Rayne Huffman

Brittany Hui

Carlos Hurtado

Alexa Jun Jackson

Michelle Jaime

Alicia Rose Jaimes  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Giselle Jaramillo  
*Cum Laude*

Enrique Jasso

Jesus Jimenez Perez

Elizabeth Louise Jones

Jose Ricardo Juarez

Yael Yosahandi Juarez Medina

Branden Michael Kalin

ventrez Karbasi  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Ahmad Tamim Karimi

Breanna Jordan Kehayas

 Kamilla Volodymyrvna Khalilova

Madeline Catherine Kidder

Chloe Patricia King

Miles Kloha  
*Cum Laude*

Lauren Taylor Koenig  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Maximilian Oscar Kryuchkov

Kylee Sayaka Kunishige

Oscar Laborin

Ruben Andres Lam

Rima Lavine

Fernando Ledesma

Javier Ledesma

Junseo Lee  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Alejandro Lemos Villalba

Guadalupe Leyva

Donovan Libman-Wilson  
*Summa Cum Laude*

Marcel Jean Liu

Brianna Montejano Llanas

Jesse Locklin  
*Cum Laude*

Brainard John Benitez Lomibao

Samantha Lynn Lona

Ashley Lopez

Maiya Janea Lopez  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Monsserrat Lopez

Laura Berenice Lopez Camacho

Veronica Meyli Lopez Mora

Joseph Christian Habla Loredo  
*Cum Laude*

Alexis Nichole Love

Irene Genoveva Loveless

Jasmine Sue Lozon

Amanda Lua

Jacob Taylor Lund  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Holly Nicole Maas

Desiree Macias

Kaylin Davida Maciel

Kelly Madrid Briones

Sandra Luz Mancilla-Monreal

Julia Mangat

Haruko Marquez

Luis Damian Marquez

Abraham Jafet Martinez  
*Magna Cum Laude*

Brenda Alicia Martinez

Cecilia Martinez

Melissa Martinez

Tiana Marie Martinez

Alejandro Martinez Arroyo

Julian Alexander Martinez Barbalena

Lizete Araceli Martinez Bravo

Michelle Kalunda Mbawa

Peter R. McCully

Franceska Renee McKenzie

Ian Alejandro McMartin

Richard Joseph Medina  
*Cum Laude*

Herib Brandom Mejia

Fernando Melgoza

Vanessa L. Mercado  
*Summa Cum Laude*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Alberto Meza</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Christine Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Miranda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauryn Nicole Moore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hector Manuel Morales III</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizabeth Morales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo Morales-Flores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Morando</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alondra Angeanell Moreno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Ray Moreno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Moreno</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Michelle Morse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Motta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Munguia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmin Mariko Munoz</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus E. Munoz</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Joe Munguia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claudia Murrieta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Alan Myrick Jr.</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Riley Newton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Devon Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Quiroz Nguyen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Dan-Vi Nguyen</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Nicholas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arpik Nishan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delar Noah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vania Nayeli Nolasco</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslyn Kiara Nuevo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itzel Malenlile Nungaray</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Nyawabila</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylyn Rose O’Hara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Thomas O’Rourke</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicky Oliva</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shalma Viviana Olvera</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Sebastian Orenday</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketzeny A. Ornelas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Ortiz</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Ortiz Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Hugo Osuna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israa Othman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandro Padilla</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Jose Parra</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Leonardo Pedraza</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Madison Peet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cesar Abraham Peralta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Larissa Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Patricia Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzette Arlyn Perez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana Zuzette Perez Ortiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santino Blake Persona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Picazo-Jaramillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armando Piche</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Ranae Piecul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Joseph Plante</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco Antonio Ponce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Crisol Ponce-Naranjo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Kelly Porras</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Nguyen Quach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose Quinones</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlos Alfonso Quintero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andres Rabago</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg Raby</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Gabrielle Ramirez</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Javier Fidel Ramirez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Rosalia Reardon</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesenia Yasmin Redes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunnar Gregson Reich</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antonio Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatianna Marie Reyes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Ricardo Reyes-Mejia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Rios</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutberto Rios Corrales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronaldo Rivera</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Roacho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin Anthony Robles</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briseyda Rocha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Natalie Rodarte</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izel Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lino Cesar Rodriguez</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Rodriguez Coronado</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efrain Romero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Romero</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Oscar Manuel Rosales Jr.  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Ryan Gregory Ruckle  
Miranda Rueda  
Toni Evelyn Ruvalcaba  
*Cum Laude*
Kelly Andie Ryan  
Natalie Michelle Sahagun  
Jan Salas  
Sherwin Guillergan Salcedo  
Freddy Greg Salgado  
Ceiana Salomon  
*Cum Laude*
Juan Carlo Samiano  
*Cum Laude*
Diana Laura Sanchez  
Herick Sanchez  
Selena Sandra Sanchez  
Briana Stephanie Sandoval  
Consuelo Sandoval Rivas  
Sylvia Daniela Santana  
Sofia Sarabia  
Elijah Stephen Savage  
Haley Lynn Savage  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Emily Jane Scianna  
*Cum Laude*
Savannah Ysabella Siegfried  
Hayley Rochelle Singer  
Sara Marie Sinkking  
Megan Marie Smith  
Naachiely Sosa  
Emily Rose Sparks  
Jessica Lauren Spencer  
Cody Austin Stevens  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Rachel Jean Story  
Natalia Marie Szarmach  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Jorge Alberto Tamayo  
Ashley Monique Tate  
Evelyn Judith Tejada  
*Cum Laude*
Colleen Arsenah Thomassians  
Tucker Bailey Torano  
Jaqueline Torres  
Miguel A. Torres  
Victoria Ashleigh Torres  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Vivianna Torres  
Alizae Simata Umi  
*Cum Laude*
Neoni Urias  
Ricardo Ponce Valencia Jr.  
Melchor Valencia Avina  
Norali Valenzuela  
Martin E. Vargas  
Cristina Isabel Vasquez  
Nancy Vasquez Flores  
Viridiana Veliz  
Isabel Verduzco  
Greta Voci  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Shiloh Judah Wallack  
Matthew D. Walters  
*Taryn Leann Ward  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Haley Rose Williams  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Kinley Elena Williams  
*Cum Laude*
LaVetta Celise Williams  
Shane Michael Wilson  
*Summa Cum Laude*
Levanna Sou Wong  
*Rayanne Aldan Yamagata  
Ailyn Yalitza Yepez  
Garrison Patrick Young  
Janely Karimy Zamora  
Gustavo C. Zavala  
*Magna Cum Laude*
Alex Zazueta  
Rigoberto Zazueta  
Vanessa Lizbeth Zazueta  
*Cum Laude*
Yvette Gabriella Zendejas  
Laura Thalia Zermeno  
*Cum Laude*
Rachel Allison Zody  
*Magna Cum Laude*
HEALTH COMMUNICATION

Helen N. Ajao
Haley Alexander
Amir Arefian
Haley Nadine Bergam
Jackson Buzbuzian
Gentry Lauren Christiansen
Tara Cleland
Josah Delos Reyes Corpus
Kalani Anne Fajardo
   Cum Laude
Gabrielle Sage Garrison
Elise Simone Gary
Mary Margaret Gonzales
John Gorial
Taylor J. Griffitts
Teesa Gole Heidari
Froilan Lomibao Hermoso
Paula Parila Javanfar
Lindsay Kasow
Alan Kharel
Sierra Joy Kriss
   Cum Laude
Danielle Simone Leavelle
Oscar Maldonado
Gabriella Marsden
Natalie Grace McGonigal
Bijan Alfredo Mirfakhrai
Abdulrahman Mohamed Mohamed
Lisa Truc Nguyen
   Cum Laude
Devanie Ottalagano
Jazmin Jamilex Quiroz-Gonzalez
Kaitlyn Pauline Rankin
Marisela Reyes
Lily Alexandra Rimel
Sarah Roberts
   Cum Laude
Alexis Marie Rodriguez
Isaac Salas
Hannah Brooke Sanders
Scott Joseph Siemann
Bravell Douglas Smith
Adrian Jason Solis
   Cum Laude
Felicia Valentina Soto
Paige Cerie Talaska
Alma Delia Villa Ortiz
Melissa Yvette Walton
   Cum Laude

Bridgette Elise Whitney

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT, HOTEL OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT

Jasmine Mer Camero
Warithdhorn Enarom
David James Culliton
Ezra Philip Delbick
Leanna Mae Bucao Dumenden
Lexi Cheyenne Effron
   Summa Cum Laude
Tamaha Endo
Justin Tyler Ulibarri Flores
Marlon Joseph Genoza
Abigail Gonzalez
Benny Hugh Hayes III
   Cum Laude
Nina Marie Hooley
Rachel Anne Johnson
   Cum Laude
Hee Woong Lee
Jason Lum
   Magna Cum Laude
Karla Vanessa Mariscal
Charlene Cassandra Morales
Ashley Elizabeth O’Keefe
Ichiro Okabe
Pei Ou Yang
   Summa Cum Laude
Nayeli Plascencia
Thomas Griffen Porrazzo Jr.
Reily Alice Rocha
Cole Spooner
Lin Tian
Claire Elizabeth Wellens

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT, MEETINGS AND EVENTS OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT

Christopher Allan Charles Albrecht
   Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra Catherine Bakke
Karley Danielle Baranov
Gabriella Marie Bellows
Brianna Lloy Boling
   Magna Cum Laude
Kyle Christopher Cappo
Juliette Elisabeth Chabot
Maria Michelle Crilly
Ariana Francesca De Santi
Cum Laude
Felipe Leonam Falcao de Souza
Makenna Nicole Doud
Isabelle Noelani Dougherty
Cum Laude
Christi Lauren Fazio
Brittany Delaney Flaherty
Summa Cum Laude
Jaymi Marie Fleming
Julia Mary Gamache
Lauren Elise Gammo
Caitlin Marie Gilbert
Rebecca Beatriz Gonzalez
Samuel Alexander Graves
Viviana Guerra
Krezette Kae Galvez Guerrero
Kaylie Amanda Gutierrez
Cum Laude
Danielle Mae Haley
Molly Ann Lancaster
Carly Kathleen Lawn
Kelsey Megan Martinez
Cum Laude
Liliana Martinez
Jonathan Martinez-Ramirez
Summer Milagro McElman
Danielle Nicole Mello
Leilani Joy Mills
Elena Angela Mineo
Amber Najera
Ashley Jane Patrick
Uriel Eliasib Perez
Acheri Naideen Ramsay
Mackenzie Lynn Reyes
Lauren Summer Selmser
Kayla Alise Taliaferro
Cum Laude
Joshua M. Tenen
Gillian Grace Ova Theis
Cum Laude
Julia Shannon Tierney
Cum Laude
Vincent Ryan Vaishville
Brooke Anneliese Wilson
Jordyn M. Wilson

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT, RESTAURANT OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT

Jennifer L. Chandler
Annabelle Grace Crosbie
Eliza Ganotisi Edra
Moises Esteban Gallardo Rosita
Abigail Louise Horner
Sierra Raelyn Jones
Jonathan Ho Jou
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher James Kanuha
Nicole Heath Loseff
Summa Cum Laude
Michael Christian Madaj

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION, OUTDOOR RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Diego Alberto Alvarez-Calderon
Summa Cum Laude
Daniela Garza
Magna Cum Laude
Shealyn Elizabeth Imgarten
Sierra Ashley Mahoney
Magna Cum Laude
Shelby Ann Malone
Debbie Hoang Nguyen
Cum Laude
Brock David Peterson
Cassidy Marie Powell
Cum Laude
Skye Alessandra Reed
Cum Laude
Armando Tamayo Jr.
Magna Cum Laude
Robert Kalob Tamayo
Ariadna Zuniga
RECREATION ADMINISTRATION, RECREATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Nicholas Bugbee
Abigail Creed Castro
  Cum Laude
William James Covert
William James Halpin
Chloe Leilani Marie Jorgensen
Amy Lin
Emily Lauren Martella
  Summa Cum Laude
Ian Antonio McKinstry
Savannah Reyna Mondragon
Kevin Mora
  Cum Laude
Alexandra Ortega
Evelyn Nataly Ramos Lopez
Asher Penn Richland
Daniel Paul Schmitz
Jiayi Tan

RECREATION ADMINISTRATION, SUSTAINABLE TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Troy Blaine Archer II
Lauren Ashley Bone
Richard Covarrubias Villalobos
Thomas Jon Fiato
Rachel Alston Gilbertson
Tony Ty Gutierrez
Jacob Glenn-Curtis Parsons
Dane Jared Rosen

TELEVISION, FILM AND NEW MEDIA CRITICAL STUDIES
Zachary Salvatore Balmat
Sophia Lauren Bello
Giovana Beltran
Jarod Lee Black
Oscar Renee Camberos
Vicente Contreras Jr.
Sean Daugherty
Jalen Malik DeBose
Hannah Dallas Donaldson
Natalie Dizon Driz
Jeffery Phillip Echenique
Kellie Anne Elhai
  Summa Cum Laude
Connor William Gietzen
Kameron Johnson
Alyssa Virata Legaspi
  Summa Cum Laude
Lily Joette Madigan
James Frank Marino
Michael-Jay Guinid Mendoza
Jerold Meyer Jr.
Paul Mims
  Summa Cum Laude
Joseph Thomas Pelosi
Dylan Gilbert Peppard
Justin Keith Perez
Kimberly Michelle Perlman
Kenyatta Rigmaiden
Garrett William Ritchie
Michael Tzion Rivera
Claudia Nicole Salcedo
Soleil Sandoval-Colmenero
Ethan Spencer-Silveiro Shaw
William Thanh Tran
  Cum Laude
Ivan Vazquez
Ziqiao Wang
Khahonii C. Westley
Aiwei Zhang
TELEVISION, FILM AND NEW MEDIA PRODUCTION

Evan F. Abbott
Rand Al-Ghussein
Cum Laude
Nolan Nels Beck
Magna Cum Laude
Jason Branch
Tyler James Buck
Cum Laude
Paloma Julia Carrillo
Alexis Karina Casas
Cum Laude
Judith Del Angel Chambers
Cum Laude
Sabrina June Cole
Summa Cum Laude
Cristobal Galvan Tapia
Mitchell Antonio Jimenez
Cum Laude
Donna Rae King
McCoy Karver Knapp
Jing Lan
Brendan Casey Mokler
Coster Montes
Brooke Eleanor Ochoa
Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Valerie Ochoa
Magna Cum Laude
Alexys Jayde Otis
Magna Cum Laude
William Paul Reyna
Joyce Camille Carolino Rocacorba
Summa Cum Laude
Martha Elva Rodriguez
Magna Cum Laude
Jason Louis Rothman
Adam Russell
Cum Laude
Lizeth Salgado
Anita Celeste Scheiblich
Eduardo Siscon III
Matthew Casey Sorensen
Ethan Thomas Spotts
Summa Cum Laude
Avery Duncan Stockhoff
Jacob Joseph Tragarz
Magna Cum Laude
Carlos Andres Velasquez

Bachelor of Fine Arts, Applied Arts and Sciences

DANCE

Jaiana Cristobal Bugayong
Magna Cum Laude
Arianna Isabella Cruz
Lily Paige Kraus
Cum Laude
Aleksandra Nalepa
Anthony Joseph Reyes
Magna Cum Laude
Jacqueline Eve Zogas
Bachelor of Music, Applied Arts and Sciences

MUSIC

Benjamin Max Abada
  Summa Cum Laude
Daniel Putnam Abercrombie
  Summa Cum Laude
Kristian-Kyle Catubo Agoot
Joshua James Anderson
  Cum Laude
Colin Geoffrey Armstrong
Christian Arroyo Castillo
Michael Scott Austin
Maddi Karrol Baird
Jordan Matthew Beck
  Cum Laude
Robert Gene Blocher
  Cum Laude
Giovanni Bonilla
Christopher Bravo
  Summa Cum Laude
Charlotte Gaibrial Brollini
  Summa Cum Laude
Charity Joy Brown
  Cum Laude
Michael Aaron Brown
Uriah Rene Brown
Chaz A. Cabrera
Dominic Anthony Calgaro
Marlon Ivan Cervantes
Natea Alexis Cooke
Jazmine Cope
  Summa Cum Laude
Jared Martin Cruz
Michelle Guadalupe Gallardo-Arias
Chris Allen Garcia
  Summa Cum Laude
Karen Garcia
Felix Alexis Gonzalez
Kisai Gonzalez
Sophia Danielle Gonzalez
Andrew David Gottfried
Gabriel Andre Grijalva
Gianna Michelle Hamilton
Esperanza Marie Jimenez
Sarah Elizabeth King
Kiya Ann Klopfenstein
  Summa Cum Laude

Maria Kusior
  Summa Cum Laude
Kennan Read Hudson Langsford
Matthew A. Langton
Daniel Bernard Lowry
  Magna Cum Laude
Alexis Luna
Barbara C. Macz
Victor Andrew Martinez
  Summa Cum Laude
Luis Fernando Matos-Tovar
  Cum Laude
Liora Alexis Naor
Donovan Michael Newkirk
Benjamin Khoi Nguyen
  Summa Cum Laude
Calhoun Mcginn O’Loughlin
Joshua Mikhail Olitoquit
David Miguel Ortega
  Cum Laude
Julia Rose Ortiz-Luis
Javier Pinon
Christopher Saria Potente
Citlali Sanchez-Zuniga
  Summa Cum Laude
Rodnalyn Gacis Sese
David Connor Sullivan
Michael James Tagart
Holden Reed Thomas
Charles Nathan Torok
Jose Emmanuel Torres
Samantha Kate Urbina
  Cum Laude
Matthew Glen Wallace
Andres Ruben Galvez Wong
  Summa Cum Laude
Benjamin George Yao
  Magna Cum Laude
Aubrey Christina Zide
  Cum Laude
Thomas Zois III
Weber Honors College

Students graduating from the Weber Honors College have successfully earned at least 15 units in small, challenging, interdisciplinary honors courses. The Weber Honors College features a wide range of opportunities that help students broaden their knowledge, gain new perspectives, and understand complex issues from diverse points of view. Weber Honors College students experience one-on-one scholarly partnerships with distinguished faculty, complete a culminating portfolio, engage in university and community service activities, and further enrich their education through study abroad.

Rand Al Ghussein
Collin Allen
Alana Almond
Maher Alsakkaß
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Maria Clara Amaral Rocha
Alexa Andreu
Leyla Anvari
Jessica Arrington
Sahra Artan
Madison Balagtas
Courtney Barbato
Aliyah Barnes
Talia Begi
Marina Bienenstock
Susan Biscardi
Jessica Blasjo
Rachel Bloom
Elizabeth Booker
Paige Bounds
Emma Bray
Reece Breuckman
Jason Broesamle
Amanda Buck
Bailey Burch
Kayla Burns
Alec Candib
Chloe Canler
Brianah Caplan
Amairani Cardenas
Riley Carr
Adam Carrillo
Alek Casillas
Judith Chambers
Sophie Chance
Taylor Chase
Naomi Cheuk
Cole Chodorow
Veronica Coen
Tali Cohen-Kurzrock
Eli Collin
Angelica Cook
Alexis Correa
Tayra Curumilla
Sami Danly
Isabella Danzi
Jenna De Maio
Sophia De Runtz
Felipe Leonam De Souza
Robert Deleon
Hazell Diaz
Alina Doan
Delaney Down
Daria Dragicevic
Brian Duong
Kellie Elhai
Sophie Emerson
Julia English
Julia Escobedo
Serena Famalett
Yusufu Feierdawusi
Ana Felix-Ibarra
Molly Fitzsimmons
Brianna Flores
Jasmin Flores
Jasmine Freund
Ava Froble
Alyssa Gahagan
Joseph Galanneau
Josh Galst
Kaira Garcia
Markyves Gaunin
Arad Gerami
Eleanor Gilmore
Bhumika Gode
Anthony Goring
University-wide Honor Societies

PHI KAPPA PHI

Candidates for the Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi are selected from juniors in the upper 7.5 percent of their class and from seniors and graduate students in the upper ten percent of their classes. Phi Kappa Phi was founded at the University of Maine in 1897; San Diego State University’s chapter was established in 1965.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Tia Mohammad Abu Sham
Justin Evan Adame
Melanie Garcia Aguiler
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Yasmeen Daisy Baran
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballos Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Paige Lee Bounds
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Lindsey Ann Busk
Krista Marie Buzolich
Alec Michael Candib
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Angela Kim Marcella Cavilla
Tiffany Chiem
Alan Shawn Clemenson
Jade Sophia Honora Connolly-Cepurac
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Katherine Barrett Coyle
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevado
Julia Maria Escobedo
Emma Catherine Evangelista
Yasmin A. Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris

Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Francine Marie Hardy
Chiaki Harris
Kyle Harrington Hart
Benjamin James Hefter
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Nathaniell Gonzalez Jalbuena
Diana Veronica Jimenez
Mary Louise Jones
Christine Anne Keller
Ledya Adil Aked Korial
Camryn Brianna Larwill
Andrea Vonny Lee
Kaeli Jelyn Leoni
Anzhelika Levytska
Justin James Lloyd
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Briana Deanne Madrigal
Catherine Bahaareh Makeh-Vandian
Sophia Martin-Carloz
Mark Everett Maynard
Jacob Charles Dillian McDermott
Alice Melz
Michael R. Mensalvas
Megan Renee Miller
Adelaida Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Alfonso Joaquin Munoz-Bond
Laura Jane Murray
Kendall Lauren O’Connell
Brenda Maribel Ocampo
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Pepin Elizabeth Payzant
Madison Kerber Pitts
PHI BETA KAPPA

Phi Beta Kappa is the nation’s oldest scholarly honor society, founded in 1776 at the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia. The chapter at San Diego State University (Nu), first in the California State University and first in San Diego, was established in 1974. Students are invited to join Phi Beta Kappa for excelling in the liberal arts and sciences.

Juniors
Lindsey Nicole Cannon
Serena Linda Hodson

Seniors
Audreanna Nicole Demetrio Abad
Steven Adcock
Maririn Aizawa
Isabella Rose Akana
Alana Nicole Almond
Dur Salah Alsamarraie
Christian Klein Redondo Alston
Arianna Castillo Alvarado
Natalia Alvarez Urzua
Gabriela Monica Alvarez
Kendall Michelle Anderson
Taliah Camille Andrade

Sana Arjmand
Jessica Drue Arrington
Sahra Mohamed Artan
Makani Isabel Ash
David Simone Ashirov
Natalia Maisey Ravelo
Mckenna Elise Avery
Vanessa Monique Ayala
Remington Kendall Ayres
Madison Marie Balagtas
Natalie Joy Balen
Karla Andrea Baltazar
Vanessa Rae Barboza
Aliyah Aisha Barnes
Nina Jean Bayne
Elise Marie Bengtson
Marina Rose Bienenstock
Tam Minh Huu Nguyen
Cassidy Jo O'Connell
Omotoyosi Valerie Ogunbajo
Gabriella Nicole Olk-Cardona
Christina Camille Olsen
Trinity Orres
James Patrick Owens
Adam David Pacheco
Ada Matilda Parnanen
Kimia Parsa
April Joy Magadia Payumo
Hayden Mackenzie Pearce
Kevin Leonardo Pedraza
Sara Helena Pence
Cristian Perez Lara
Sophie Charlotte Peterson
Nikki Tang Phan
Adam Michael Popejoy
Jessica Anne Rayburn
Katherine Rosemary Reddy
Kalista Lynn Redman
Taylor Ann Reed
Clerissa Merced Reveles
Kaitlin Rhind
Joshua James Rice
Ana Valeria Rios
Cydney Jayde Rivas
Matthew Alejandro Rodriguez Galvan
Alexandra Michelle Rooney
Estevan Yovan Rubalcava
Sidney Frances Rubens
Ashby Margaret Russell
Nona Sara Saber
Kellen Sabhlok
John Lowell Sachs, Jr.
Minami Sakakibara
Kelsey Maia Salas
Mackenzie Ann Salmina
Carlos Gadiel Sanchez-Rojas
Lianna Nicole Sanchez
Roda Aram Ibrahim Saoor
Jakob Branson Schmall
Shane Patrick Schooter
Andrew John Schrittiewser
Mara H. Smann
Michelle Kelsey Sears
Sophia Elizabeth Seibert
Alessandro Eduardo Seide
Aadit Jigesh Shah
Lamees Firas Sharif
Audrey Shinsky
Erin Louise Shives
Grace Singh
Diego Anthony Smith
Emily Elizabeth Smith
Mandy Lynn Sohacki
Alexandra Jane Spencer
Sloane A. Spencer
Beatrix Stark
Alexandra India Strom
Coy Allen Strothers
Sierra Eileen Sturken
Kiana Woo Sujishi
Grace Mae Sypnicki
Dalia R. Tabibian
Adrian Leonel Takahasi
Chizuru Tanaka
Alexis Teresa Thometz
Sean Andrew Tonthat
Amber Trammell
Madeline Marie Travers
Emma Grace Tsztoo
Sofia Vallejo Terceros
Sophia Rose Vargas
Maahir Idris Vasi
Tori Michelle Vasquez
Erika Kaitlyn Wiese
Katherine Elizabeth Wills
Madison Rose Wills
Christianne Nicole Wittbrodt
Jacob Woolwine
Emily Leilani Yates
Jack Yerem
Danya Esam Youhanna
Cailin Anne Young
Matthew George Zavaro
Ethan David Zehr
Kelly Marie Zoffada
Jason K. Zuehlke
JANE K. SMITH CAP AND GOWN CHAPTER OF MORTAR BOARD

To be considered for membership in the Jane K. Smith Cap and Gown Chapter of Mortar Board, students must have senior standing for the fall semester with an overall grade point average of 3.2 and have participated and excelled in the areas of scholarship, leadership and service. Mortar Board, which was founded in 1918, had its beginning at SDSU in 1932 as Cap and Gown. In 1965, the local honor society was recognized as a member of the national society. Admission to Mortar Board is highly competitive. Membership is restricted to no more than 40 students per year.

Maryam Abdul Sattar
Leyla Anvariipour
Madison Balagtas
Hannah Berman-Schneider
Paige Bounds
Madison Brown
Tuulia Candido
Angela Cavilla
Emma rchill
Ashley Clark
Veronica Coen
Chelsey Crowne
Tayra Curumilla
Rita Daniel
Jacob Downey
Anita Duong
Sarah Faucheux
Bryce Franzen
Ava Froble
Charity Gerhard
Alana Godoy
Katrina Hizon
Christian Holt
Ashley Jackson
Maxwell Johnson
Emma Kerr
Nicole Kohrmann
Elena Lucas de la Cruz
Jason Lum
Jessica Martin
Mark Maynard
Rebecca Miekley
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Ryan Murphy
Courtney Parks
Kelly Pearson
Rylie Powelson
Madilynn Reynoso

Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Christina Shimoda
Chrystian Smith
Sydney Steinbeck
Torrey Stouder-Studenmund
Khoa Vo
Aspen Waddle
Lauren Wade
Shiloh Wallack
Erika Wiese
Elan Zora
Jason Zuehlke
TAU SIGMA

Tau Sigma is a national academic honor society designed specifically to recognize and promote the academic excellence and involvement of transfer students. Tau Sigma was originally founded in 1999 at Auburn University in Alabama. San Diego State University's chapter was established in August 2017. Students are invited for earning a 3.5 grade point average during their first term.

Wilton Abreu Rodrigues
Melanie Garcia Aguilera
Jose Miguel Alvarado
Javier Elias Arreola
Tiana Marie Barron-Wright
Rhea Jizelle Ciballos Bati
Aleigha Marie Binda
Christina Ann Bock
Jakebryan Bonifacio
Sidney Megan Brown
Kirstie Brooke Burgess
Gregory Patrick Carlos
Alek Andrew Casillas
Kyle David Continente
Samantha Merree Cook
Aleah Jhane Davenport Jarin
Julia Mari Devore
Mikayla Grace Devries
Rachel Dizon Elevado
Yasmin Ahmed Farah
Kacee Nicole Fay
Nathan Mccarthy Fogerson
Tannia Zulema Godinez
Alana Nicole Kikanani Godoy
Toby Hanjae Graves-Morris
Thalia Marguerite Hagopian
Kevin Hammarlund
Brayan Hernandez Angel
Ronald Darrell Hootman
Mary Louise Jones

Ledya Adil Aked Korial
Ethan Zachary Laub
Jesse Locklin
Bradley James Lomeli
Catherine Bahaaareh Makeh-Vandian
Jacob Charles Dillion McDermott
Alice Melz
Adelaida Mogrovejo Mogrovejo Chesire
Kaivan Ameen Mohsenzadeh
Jasmin Mariko Munoz
Kendall Lauren O'Connell
Brooke Nicole Orozco
Madison Kerber Pitts
Deva Reign
Jennifer Reyes Lopez
Erin Elizabeth Roberts
Benjamin Rhys Slater
Maryann Soriano
Christopher Michael Sterkenburg
Torrey Angel Stouder-Studenmund
Lavina Zaya Tallo
Amber Trammell
Brianna Valencia Upshaw
Lindsay Michelle Vieira
Abigail Rose Wallace
Matthew D. Walters
Madeline Cherie Winder
Jacob Colin Wright
Gustavo C. Zavala
Charity Therese Slatnick
HENRY L. JANSSEN HONORS COUNCIL AWARD

The Henry L. Janssen Honors Council Award and scholarship is given each year to students who have been selected as members and actively participate in all five university-wide honor societies: Phi Eta Sigma, Golden Key International Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Mortar Board National Honor Society.

Tuulia Candido
Megan Miller
Samantha Munz
Jakob Schmall
Michelle Sears
Chrystian Smith
Elan Zora
Academic Regalia
Academic Dress

Academic dress, also known as academic regalia, originated in Medieval European universities during the 14th century, when commencement ceremonies were associated with religious ordination. In observance of tradition, all participants in commencement ceremonies wear full academic regalia, consisting of a traditional black gown, hood and mortar board.

Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.

Postgraduate candidates wear hoods that fit around the neck in front and drape down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays the university colors of red and black. In addition, colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Gown

The typical academic gown is black, but some institutions choose colored gowns to signify certain colleges, universities or degrees. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are plain, although sometimes worn with honor cords or stoles. The doctoral gown is trimmed down the front and around the sleeves with bands of velvet, either in black or a color associated with the graduate’s field of study. Sleeve styles also vary with the degree: pointed sleeves on the bachelor’s gown; short sleeves for the master’s; and round, full sleeves for the doctoral robe.

The Hood

Graduates holding master’s and doctoral degrees also typically wear a hood that fits around the neck in front and drapes down over the robe in back. The hood lining displays colors associated with particular schools. Chevrons in a second color indicate a dual emphasis, while colored velvet edging on the hood corresponds to the graduate’s field of study. The doctoral hood is longer than the master’s hood, and trimmed with additional velvet panels.

The Cap

The standard cap worn with academic regalia is the mortar board in black. Graduates with a bachelor’s degree wear a red and black tassel to represent SDSU school colors and graduates with a master’s degree wear an all-black tassel. Doctoral graduates wear a tam with a gold tassel.
Ceremonial Mace

The ceremonial mace, a symbol of university scholarship and integrity since the 11th century, is carried at the head of the academic procession at commencement and other special occasions to signify the importance of the event and the values of the university.

The university's mace was designed and handcrafted for San Diego State University by Michael Rybicki, an alumnus of the Master of Fine Arts jewelry and metalsmithing program.

The mace takes the iconic image of Hepner Hall as its main inspiration. Hepner Hall stands at the historic heart of the campus, and its bell tower and arch are well-loved symbols of the university for students, alumni and the entire San Diego community. A stylized silhouette of the bell tower, made of four curved sheets of sterling silver, sits atop a silver bowl formed by the traditional skill of hand raising—a metalworking method dating back thousands of years. The sleek curves of the tower resting on the hand-hammered bowl represent the blending of SDSU's proud history with its modern and forward-facing scholarship, research and community engagement. These sculptural elements sit atop a turned and carved walnut handle.

Presidential Medallion

The medallion worn by President Adela de la Torre at commencement was designed for her installation as the ninth president of San Diego State University on April 11, 2019. It was designed and created by metalsmith graduate student Rex Arthur Ramos. The nine waves of the medallion represent the past and current nine presidents of SDSU, each bringing a new wave of leadership. The circular shape of the medallion symbolizes a globe while iconic Hepner Hall encompasses this shape, reinforcing SDSU's global influence. SDSU is depicted at the very center of this globe on an abstract map of the local region. The inclusion of the border represents a university with many different cultures, while the coastal line signifies the nature that surrounds SDSU. The contemporary look of the medallion reflects a vision of the future for SDSU guided by President de la Torre.
Ms. Nicole Armanino Clay's passion for volunteering and her dedication both to San Diego State University and the wider community reflect a lifetime of remarkable commitment to creating a better place to live, work and thrive. When it comes to any metric to measure the most engaged San Diego State alumna or perhaps even person of all time, Ms. Clay always comes out at the top.

Ms. Clay’s relationship with the university began nearly six decades ago as a freshman at what was formerly San Diego State College, where she was active in Associated Students. Ms. Clay earned a bachelor's degree in social work and a master's degree in public administration. As an alumna, she distinguished herself as a consummate volunteer and donor under four San Diego State presidents. She serves as the current chair of The Campanile Foundation after more than 20 years as an active board member. She is a past member and chair of the alumni board, with a leadership role in fundraising for the Parma Payne Goodall Alumni Center, and was an inaugural member of San Diego State's first-ever comprehensive campaign.

Ms. Clay and her husband, Ben, support Presidential Scholars, the Ben and Nikki Clay Scholarship in Public Affairs, The Campanile Foundation Endowed Chair, and athletics and veterans programs. Both are former Alumni of the Year and, in 2016, their many gifts to San Diego State were commemorated by naming a main entrance to campus “Clay Gateway.” They led the fundraising campaign for the Thomas B. and Anne K. Day Quad within the Engineering & Interdisciplinary Sciences Complex, and have supported San Diego State’s Mission Valley River Park development and a new Performing Arts District.

For 15 years, Ms. Clay was owner and president of the public affairs firm Clay Co.; she currently serves as strategic counsel. Previously, she was senior vice president for public affairs at Stoorza, Ziegas & Metzger and served in many capacities for the County of San Diego.

Her multiple contributions to civic affairs include chairing the boards for Downtown San Diego Partnership, Holiday Bowl, San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce, The Old Globe and the San Diego Convention Center. In fact, she was the first woman to serve as chair for both the Downtown San Diego Partnership and the Holiday Bowl. She was appointed to citizens’ boards by Governor Pete Wilson and San Diego mayors Dick Murphy and Susan Golding.

In recognition of her outstanding leadership, and her inspirational volunteerism and philanthropy, the Board of Trustees of the California State University and San Diego State University are proud to confer upon Nicole Armanino Clay the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Walter Francis Ekard served as the chief administrative officer for the County of San Diego from 1999 to 2012. During his tenure, he participated in San Diego's dramatic transformation, including the creation of a structurally-balanced budget and the implementation of a general management system.

In this role, he provided policy-based program and financial decision-making support to the board and oversaw the operation of 40 departments that provided services ranging from health and human services to criminal justice programs, land use planning, public works, parks, libraries, animal control and voter registrar services. He also managed the allocation of personnel, capital and budgetary resources within the county organization. Mr. Ekard worked to institute private business management practices, stressing customer service, fiscal accountability and teamwork. He oversaw the successful implementation of the innovative information technology outsourcing project begun in 1998, and steered San Diego County government through difficult budgetary times. Mr. Ekard’s leadership inspired a vast and diverse workforce to perform at the highest level of public service. He exemplified the highest standards of management excellence.

Mr. Ekard earned a bachelor’s degree from San Diego State University and a law degree from the University of San Diego. As a lecturer in the School of Public Affairs at San Diego State University, he taught and mentored students, providing them with contemporary theory and practice as well as assistance in securing internships in the offices of local elected officials. He also welcomed many former students to positions in San Diego County Government during his tenure as chief administrative officer.

In recognition of his exemplary public service and impact on the community, the Board of Trustees of the California State University and San Diego State University are proud to confer upon Walter Francis Ekard the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters.
Honorary Degrees Conferred by SDSU

1963  John F. Kennedy,  
      Doctor of Laws

1966  Glenn T. Seaborg,  
      Doctor of Laws

1968  Edwin O. Reischauer,  
      Doctor of Laws

1968  Bernard Lipinsky,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  Alvena Storm,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  D. Bruce Johnstone,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  Shimon Peres,  
      Doctor of Laws

1968  Arthur Barron,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  Arthur G. Linkletter,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  Vahac Mardirosian,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  Shirley Chisholm,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

1968  James D. Sinegal,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2002  Miguel León Portilla,  
      Doctor of Letters

2002  George Walker Smith,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2002  Dwight E. Stanford,  
      Doctor of Laws

2002  Claire Van Vliet,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2003  John Baldessari,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2003  Charles F. Bolden,  
      Doctor of Science

2003  Sol Price,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2004  Kathleen Kennedy,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2005  Norman Brinker,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2005  Andreas Brown,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2005  Ron L. Fowler,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2006  Irwin Jacobs,  
      Doctor of Science

2006  Craig Noel,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2007  Martha W. Longnecker,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2007  Deborah Szekely,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2007  Leon Lawson Williams,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2008  Darlene V. Shiley,  
      Doctor of Fine Arts

2009  Malin Burnham,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2009  The Honorable Pete Wilson,  
      Doctor of Laws

2010  Ambassador Charles W. Hostler,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2010  Don Coryell,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2011  Kazuo Inamori,  
      Doctor of Science

2012  Leonard H. Lavin,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2012  L. Robert Payne Payne,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2013  Linda Lang,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2013  The Honorable Jerry Sanders,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2014  Patricia L. Roscoe,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2014  Robert Price,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2015  Conrad T. Prebys,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2016  Susan Salka,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2016  Irwin Zahn,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2017  Harold Brown,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2017  Jack McGorry,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2017  Andrea Skorepa,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2018  Harry Paul Cuero, Jr.,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2019  Father Joe Carroll,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2019  Ellen Ochoa,  
      Doctor of Sciences

2019  Sally Roush,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2019  Christopher Sickels,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2020  Nicole Armanino Clay,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2020  Massi Joseph E. Kiani,  
      Doctor of Science

2020  Jessie J. Knight, Jr.,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2021  Stephen P. Doyle,  
      Doctor of Science

2021  Walter Francis Ekard,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters

2021  José Padilla,  
      Doctor of Laws

2021  Thuan Dinh Nguyen,  
      Doctor of Humane Letters
COMMISSIONED GRADUATES

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Dylan Ames
Andrew Bittner
Anthony Cadena
EdRey Casamina
Diego Castanon
Marvin Elamparo
Jeremie Gonzales
Thomas Hancock
Jacob Hoppe
Collin Killins
Leslyn Nuevo
Devin Ramos
Daniel Schmitz
Tyler Shiver
Madelyn Toriano
Vincent Vaishville
Liam Weinfurtner
Delmar Woods

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES SPACE FORCE
Brandon Hoang

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
Matthew Arreola
Joshua Basilio
Gabriel Castillo Del Muro
Brandon Fernando
Junseo Lee
Patricia Santos
Daniel Schneider

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
Justine Bartolome
Randy Bautista
Hector Cea Navas
Daniel Koopmans
Anjanette Natividad
Corey Sizemore

QUALIFIED FOR COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES MARINES
Kadesh Armstrong
Elizabeth Chavez
Max Drew
Matthew Leonard
Serge Ouedraogo
Fabio Perez
Joseph Quintana

IN MEMORIAM
San Diego State University honors the memories of our students we have lost over the last two years, as well as the countless lives that have been lost due to the pandemic.

Angela Brawner
Marchelle Crumes
Grant Daley
Dallas Freitas
Michael John Green
Rebecca Herbig
Dylan Hernandez
Noah Hytken
Nicholas Isales
Eddy Lopez
Catherine Ma
Mustafa Mohammad
Issa Munoz
Noah Najbert
Lilliana Purvia
Eliesel Rivera
Andrew Roberts
Hilda Giselle Sanchez
Benjamin Whittier

IN TRIBUTE
San Diego State University pays tribute to those students who put their education on hold to serve in the U.S. Armed Forces and honors the memory of those whose lives were lost.
Leave Your Legacy
Make a difference

This is your opportunity to make a $10 donation to your Class of 2021 Scholarship and leave your legacy. Donate today to receive your distinguished legacy cord.

Join thousands of your fellow students and give back to the future generations.

Donate $10 online:
SDSUALUMNI.ORG/2021LEGACY
CONGRATULATIONS

Class of 2021